
WHY IT’S TIME TO OPTIMIZE YOUR 
SECURITY PLATFORM

TODAY’S THREAT LANDSCAPE 
IS HIGHLY ADVANCED

To begin, it is important to discuss how the threat landscape  
continues to be more and more di�cult to manage.

As thoughts of being the next “headline” permeate throughout 
organizations, it’s impossible to think you’re 100% protected.  With 

security becoming top-of-mind from management all the way to the 
boardroom, are you sure you’re making the appropriate investments in 

your security platform instead of the next coolest thing?

MOVE PAST THE 
“TRADITIONAL APPROACH” TO SECURITY

In today’s threat landscape, a siloed approach to 
security is not an e�ective long-term strategy.

OUR SERVICES AND SOLUTIONS HELP YOU:

HOW CAN DG TECHNOLOGY HELP?

By combining best-of-breed technology with our insight, services, and 
expertise, we provide a unique perspective on Security. 

THIS CREATES MANY CHALLENGES 
FOR ORGANIZATIONS

THE CYBERATTACK 
SURFACE IS GROWING:

It’s become tough to 
properly secure, especially 

with IoT, mobile workers, and 
3rd party vendors1

FILELESS 
ATTACKS:

Although malware is growing, 
there is a shift occurring 

towards di�cult-to-detect 
attacks, even some that 

don’t use files1

THREATS WILL 
ALWAYS EVOLVE:

Cybercrime and 
cybercriminals will continue 

to evolve, looking for the 
easiest way to steal 
something of value1

Having Enough 
Resources to Scale 

Prioritizing 
Resources 

Keeping Pace 
with Competition 

Compliance

Content Security
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OPTIMIZED-SECURITY PLATFORM

By investing in 
an optimized security 

platform, you can 
protect your assets, 

customer information, 
and reputation as the 

threat landscape 
evolves.

AN INTEGRATED, OPTIMIZED 
SECURITY PLATFORM:
Today, you must invest in easier to manage, 
high-value protection where security can keep 
pace with a changing threat landscape.

• Actively improves security posture

• Delivers operationally e�ective security

• Delivers an improved security e�ort to outcome ratio

• Provides end-to-end visibility for faster resolution

THE TRADITIONAL, 
SILOED APPROACH:
Traditionally, organizations acquired 
technology in silos to solve the tactical 
needs of the day.

• Highly unsustainable

• Strenuous on limited budgets

• Leaves the security environment 
susceptible to failure

Consulting and 
Professional Services:
• Security Health Checks 

and Audits

• Risk and Compliance 
Assessment

• Penetration Testing

Strategic Security 
Partnerships:
• Ability to create a strong 

security foundation

• Ability to align your specific 
risks to the right solution

• Intel Security 
Platinum Partner

Proprietary Software:
• MEAS-Mainframe Event 

Acquisition System

• Help collect, in real-time, 
information pertaining to 
security events

ENABLE YOUR 
RESOURCES TO FOCUS 

ON CORE TASKS

DRIVE AN ROI 
WHEN INVESTING 

IN SECURITY

GAIN A BROAD 
PERSPECTIVE 
ON SECURITY

LET’S START A CONVERSATION

With the only constant in cybersecurity being change, there has never been a 
better time to think about your security than right now. Reach out to us today, 
let’s discuss your security challenges, and how we can help you overcome them.
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Source: 1McAfee Labs 2016 Threats Predictions 2ABI Research 2015 Healthcare Cybersecurity a Massive Concern as Spending Set to Reach Only US$10 Billion by 2020
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ANALYTICSCOMPLIANCE
DATA 

PROTECTIONMOBILITY

Today’s risks will 
drive a $10B 

Cyber Insurance 
market by 20202

The mean time 
to identify a 

security breach 
is 206 days3

The average 
cost of a data 

breach is 
3.79M

“It can be a nightmare to glean meaningful 
security information from a hodgepodge of 

older, non-integrated systems.”
-TechTarget


